
NICOLE J. PERSUN

EDITOR & WRITING COACH

Coaching:

Support & Encouragement

Chapter-by-Chapter Support & 
Encouragement

Editing:

Big-Picture Reviews + Editorial Letter

Track-Changes & Discussion

Developmental Edits + Full Review

I have a master’s degree in creative 
writing and am an award-winning, 

bestselling author with four published 
novels under my belt, offering…



SERVICES: COACHING

Free One-Hour Consultation: 

We discuss your writing and publishing goals in a 
free, one-hour phone conversation to determine 
whether we’re a good fit and what services best fit 
your needs.

Support & Encouragement:
v Minimum 4 sessions

v Each session = One-hour phone conversation in 
which we discuss your story, work through plot 
points, help you get more organized and 
motivated, and establish steps to achieve your 
publishing goals.

Chapter-by-Chapter Discussion & Support: 
v Minimum 6 sessions (6 chapters)

v One session = I read and review one chapter and 
we discuss that chapter during a one-hour phone 
conversation. 

v One chapter = I read up to 5,000 words per 
session.

v Each phone session = We discuss the work I’ve 
read during a one-hour phone session.

* Does not include copyedits or proofreading



SERVICES: EDITING

Manuscript Review: 

Big-Picture + Editorial Letter

v One-time service

v I read and look for issues in your manuscript that 
pertain to the following elements: 

§ Structure

§ Plot

§ Pacing

§ Character Development

§ Setting

§ Dialogue 

§ Poetics (issues pertaining to sentence structure, 
metaphors, word choice, and other sentence-level 
decisions)

v I provide an editorial letter detailing the big-
picture, high-level issues I encountered with the 7 
primary elements mentioned above. Editorial 
letters range from 5–10 pages on average.

vAdd-on: One- to two-hour phone session in 
which we discuss the letter and clarify any 
questions you might have.

* Does not include copyedits or proofreading



SERVICES: EDITING

Manuscript Review: 

Track-Changes & Discussion
v One-time service

v I read and provide track changes in your 
manuscript, referring to the following elements:
§ Structure 

§ Plot

§ Pacing

§ Character Development

§ Setting

§ Dialogue

§ Poetics (refers to sentence structure, metaphors, 
word choice, and other sentence-level decisions)

v Included: One phone session (up to two hours) 
in which we discuss the biggest points addressed 
in my track changes and clarify any questions you 
might have. 

* Does not include copyedits or proofreading



SERVICES: EDITING + COACHING

Manuscript Review: 

Developmental Edit + Full Review
vOne-time service

v I read and provide detailed, deep-dive track 
changes in your manuscript, addressing the 
following elements on the broad and granular
levels:
§ Structure 

§ Plot

§ Pacing

§ Character Development

§ Setting

§ Dialogue

§ Poetics (refers to sentence structure, metaphors, 
word choice, and other sentence-level decisions)

v I provide an editorial letter detailing issues I 
encountered with the 7 primary elements 
mentioned above, from high-level to granular 
concerns. Editorial letters for developmental edits 
range from 8–12 pages on average. 

v Included: One phone session (up to two hours) 
in which we discuss the biggest points addressed 
in my track changes and clarify any questions you 
might have. Publishing strategy tips included.

* Does not include copyedits or proofreading



PRICING

One-Hour Initial Consultation: Free

Support & Encouragement: $110 per one-hour 
phone session, 4 session minimum (extended 
sessions are $100 per hour after the first hour)

Chapter-by-Chapter Support & 
Encouragement:  $150 per one-hour phone 
session, 6 session minimum (extended sessions are 
$100 per hour after the first hour)

Manuscript Review: 

Big-Picture + Editorial Letter

Ø $850 for the first 85,000 words

Ø $60 added for every 5,000 words thereafter

Ø Add-on: One-hour phone session: $90

Manuscript Review: 

Track-Changes & Discussion

Ø $1275 for the first 85,000 words

Ø $85 added for every 5,000 words thereafter

ØIncluded: One phone session lasting up to two 
hours

ØAdditional hours: $90



PRICING

Manuscript Review: 

Developmental Edits + Full Review

Ø $1700 for the first 85,000 words

Ø $110 added for every 5,000 words thereafter

Ø Included: One phone session lasting up to two 
hours

Ø Additional hours: $90


